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HISTORY
ADIP (Association Des Instructeurs de Plongée/ Diving Instructors Association) is an international diving
association currently active in more than 50 countries over 5 continents.
Relatively young, ADIP was established in 1997 by Jacky Marino with the help of other instructors coming from
a wide range of different organizations (PADI, NAUI, IDEA, CMAS...)
In 1998, ADIP is officialy recognized by CEDIP ( European Commity of Diving Instructors )
For a few months now, ADIP members can even work in French Polynesia where only the french diving
federations were accepted.

ASSETS
ADIP is growing fast worldwide. Quality courses, ease of communication through a professional website,
unique standards for all countries, student materials in different languages and a team of very dedicated
professionals all contribute to the success of ADIP.
Always looking to improve, ADIP wants to offer the best for students, professionals and dive centers around
the world. Membership fees are amongst the lowest in the diving industry, offering more rentabilty and
flexibilty for dive professionals.
Passion, skills and safety are what ADIP is made of.

ACADEMICS
We offer a wide range of courses and diving specialties and also four distinct branches :
TEC, FREEDIVING, HANDICAP, CHILDREN.
E-learning is available in different languages this giving you the opportunity to prepare your course from home.
Professionals have access to all documents (slides, standards, exams, etc.) on the website. Student records and
certifications are digitally recorded in order to not waste huge amount of papers.
Student materials are currently available in 7 different languages : english, french, dutch, italian, german,
spanish and chinese.
Website is available in english, french, dutch, italian, german, spanish, chinese, japanese, arab and russian. We
are currently working to add more and perfect some of the translation.

ENVIRONMENT
ADIP is working actively to eradicate the use of papers and plastics used for training records, certifications, etc.
We support a wide range of environmental actions such as oceans clean-up, coral conservation and
propagation (cf.Ocean quest ) and many more.
We ask from our dive professionals and dive centers to show real commitment in those areas and to include
environmental subjects in their daily teaching in order to inform and spread awareness.

JOIN US
We recognize most of the current diving organizations and as such, crossing over from another organization is
not a problem with ADIP.
Our dive schools will give you the best wherever you are around the world, contact us for a friendly yet
professional experience for any of your diving needs!

www.adip-international.org

